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Text leads data time period: 6/15 – 7/9

Eligible (861)

• Top 10 DMAs

• Text leads >=30

• Initiation rate >=50%

Top Dealers (80)

• Overall text close rate

• Text sales >=3

• Perform on par or better than their DMA brand average (overall)

Methodology
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Top text dealers’ performance

2.5x
higher

close rate

SOLD
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Areas of investigation

Top Text Dealer

Mystery Shops
Top Text Dealer

Interviews

TrueCar Aggregate 

Text Conversations

Wife

Payment

Price

Appointment

Make

TrueCar

TrueCar Text Preferred 

Performance Data
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Philosophy – Preferred method of first contact

Source: Top Text Dealer Interviews; Dealer Satisfaction and Brand Tracker: Franchise Fall 2019

74%

18%

8%

67%

11%

21%

Phone Text Email

Top Text Dealer Average Dealer
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Top text dealers’ performance

18%
more initiated 

conversations

29%
longer

conversations
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Top text dealers embrace price transparency in their conversations



Lead Handling
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Top text dealers have a near perfect response rate 

99%
of the time

Top Text Dealers 

respond with a text

90%
of the time

Average Dealers 

respond with a text
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Top text dealers communicate with the method the consumer prefers
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Top text dealers respond faster
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Response time is the key to conversations

35%
more 

messages

31%
greater

chance of response

Dealers who 

respond first 

have the 

highest closing 

rates

SOLD
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Top text dealers work aggressively to initiate a conversation



What They Say
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Top text dealers keep their messages concise

135 

characters

(22 words)

Here is an example of what 22 words looks 

like. Try to keep the initial text message 

short and to the point. 
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Words Top dealers are more likely to use vs. Average dealers 

12%

34%

38%

39%

42%

45%

59%

TrueCar

Pleasantries

Communication
Method

Make

Scheduling

Follow Up

Price

% difference word usage

Hi Isidro, this is Alex with xx Honda. The Pilot EX-L MSRP is 

$38,955, but your internet sales price is $34,298. Please let me 

know when will be the best time for you to come in to see the car 

in person.

Hi Alejandro, its Gladys with xx Toyota, just wanted to follow up 

and see if you and your wife are planning on coming by today.

Hi Amber, my name is Annmarie with xx Acura. Can I schedule a 

test drive on the 2018 Toyota 4Runner for you?

Hello Kyle, Nick with Toyota of xx here. I see that you are 

interested in a 2020 4Runner. Is that correct?
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Top text dealers have personal and engaging conversations

4 key ingredients:

• Informal Greeting

• Informal Introduction

• Vehicle Confirmation

• Single Question

Hello Simon

This is Kristen from 

Hometown Motors

I see you are 

interested in the 2020 

Toyota 4Runner

Vehicle Confirmation

Informal Introduction

Single Question

Informal Greeting

Is that correct?
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Messages that are less than ideal

Offer sent to (xxx) xxx-xxxx on 06/26/20 @ 10:05 

AM. https://www.truecar.com/p/offer/a983d7ed-

4778-4339-832e-d724cd9f2a54/?_tc_src=dp

Thank you Tony for your interest in a CX-30. Here is a 

link to it. https://www. mazda.com/new-

inventory/index.htm?search=CX0&dl.custom.form.id=&

dl.element=BUTTON++Search+&dl.formElapsedTime=

4661&dl.formTrackingId=INVENTORY_SEARCH&dl.is

Modal=&dl.params=&dl.widgetName=New%0D%0A%

0D%0A%0D%0A%0D%0A%0D%0A%0D%0APre-

Owned%0D%0A%0D%0A%0D%0A%0D%0A%0D%0

A%0D%0ACertified%0D%0A%0D%0A%0D%0A%0D

%0A%0D%0A%0D%0AAll&dl.pageName=AUTO_NE

W_DETAILS&dl.uuid=8a3471030a0e0ae823c005a31f

0498c5

2nd message:

Please call Mary at xx Ford Internet Sales

xxx-xxx-xxxx

Text STOP To Unsubscribe

1st message:

Thank you for reaching out to us at xx Ford. My name 

is Mary and my goal is to provide you with the easiest 

buying transaction. Call or text me anytime at xxx-xxx-

xxxx.

Text STOP To Unsubscribe

3rd message:

Please call Mary at xx Ford Internet Sales

xxx-xxx-xxxx

Text STOP To Unsubscribe
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Messages that are less than ideal

Hey Noah, My name is Gary, your True-Car Representative in Santa Monica out of xx GMC. To best serve you , are 

you in the research stage of buying a vehicle? Or do you need a vehicle as soon as possible due to a lease coming 

due, mechanical issues or an accident? The reason I ask is that we are currently working under some restrictive rules 

and I want to make sure I can serve you the way you need. Please excuse us if we are not operating to our usual 

high standards. The 2020 GMC Sierra 2500HD is an absolute beast of a new vehicle. Totally redesigned for 2020, the 

2500HD has become more practical, more capable, and more efficient than ever before! The base engine is the 6.6L

Gas, with more power, more torque, and a better transmission than 2019. This allows the truck to be better on every 

level of towing, hauling, and efficiency. The 6.6L Duramax has now been mated to a 10-Speed Allison Transmission 

for the best capabilities in heavier trailer loads. Did you have something specific picked out?\nAlso included is the xx

Lifetime Power Train warranty and lifetime Free Car Washes on all New and Certified Buick and GMC models (Non-

Diesel) in addition to the Factory warranty at no additional charge.\nI would need more information about the vehicle 

you are selling us. Do you plan on trading anything in?\nSo, how does everything sound? Does this sound like a 

vehicle you would like to purchase? \nThank You, \nGary



Key Takeaways
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Put your best foot forward

Respect the shopper’s 

chosen communication 

channel

Respond to customer 

inquiries quickly

Target a 100%

response rate
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Personalize your responses to increase customer engagement

Incorporate the 4 key ingredients into your 

first text message

• Informal Greeting

• Informal Introduction

• Vehicle Confirmation

• Single Question

Address price and payment questions in 

text conversations

Do you have any 

questions about the 

vehicle?
D

< Beach Motors
555-555-5555

What would be my 

monthly payment 

be?
C

Based on the

information you 

submitted to our 

dealership, it would 

be $208 per month.

D
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Be persistent

Shoppers who don’t respond to initial messages 

are likely still in the market

Continue trying to engage these shoppers
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Once the conversation starts, stay engaged

8

MIN

Quick response to customer after the initial 

contact is just as important as the speed of first 

response
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Avoid common pitfalls

Hey Tony, My name is 

Sam Smith at 

Hometown Motors. 

Please call me at 951-

xxx-xxxx

H

< Hometown Motors
444-444-4444

< Hometown Motors
444-444-4444

Thank you Tony for 

your interest in a CX-

30. Here is a link to 

it. https://www. 

mazda.com/new-

inventory/index.htm?s

earch=CX0&dl.custom

.form.id=&dl.element=

BUTTON++Search+&

dl.formElapsedTime=4

661&dl.formTrackingId

=INVENTORY_SEAR

CH&dl.isModal=&dl.pa

rams=&dl.widgetName

=New%0D%0A%0D%

0A%0D%0A%0D%0A

%0D%0A%0D

H Hey Tony, My name is 

Sam Smith at 

Hometown Motors. To 

best serve you , are 

you in the research 

stage of buying a 

vehicle? Or do you 

need a vehicle as soon 

as possible due to a 

lease coming due, 

mechanical issues or 

an accident? Do you 

plan on trading 

anything in? Can you 

call me to discuss 

further?

Thank You, Sam

H

< Hometown Motors
444-444-4444

Resist the urge to ask 

the customer to call 

you, come in, or hand 

over their phone 

number in your initial 

text

Avoid sending links 

in your first 

message

Save longer 

messages for email



Additional Resources
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www.truecar.com/dealerblog

Get the latest insights on how to modernize your communication strategy to effectively 

reach customers

Insights

Tips & Trends

Videos
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Best practices to stand apart from your 

competitors, and put yourself on the path 

to convert text messages into car deals.

www.truecar.com/dealerblog

Insights



Thank You!

Matt Jones
mjones@truecar.com

Questions?

Gifford Umscheid
gumscheid@truecar.com

mailto:mjones@truecar.com
mailto:gumscheid@truecar.com

